Archimedes Foundation (Estonia) announces the video contest „Many colors of Erasmus“ for Erasmus students. The video contest is dedicated to the 25th anniversary of Erasmus programme.

Erasmus doesn’t mean higher education only in its official sense. Students, who participate in Erasmus, experience and learn on different levels and see the world more colorful than before. Capture those experiences into the video and send to us!

How to participate?

- Gather your friends
- Make a cool video about how you see yourself as an Erasmus student
- Download the video to Youtube www.youtube.com
- Add the video link at the contest Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/ErasmusVideo
- Send the link with your contact data by e-mail to: erasmus.konkurss@archimedes.ee

Don’t forget to add your contact data and information about your Erasmus exchange period (name, phone, e-mail, home institution, host institution/enterprise, Erasmus period).

Prizes:

- The prize fund is 450 euros!!!
  The best video will be awarded with 150 euros, the 2nd and 3rd place will be rewarded with (Erasmus) souvenirs.
- Special prize for the most liked video on the Facebook!!!
- Interim selection of the received videos on 22.10.2012.
- Deadline for sending the video is 4.02.2013.
- The best videos (first three places) and the most liked video on Facebook will be announced on 4.03.2013!!!

Rules:

- All former and present Erasmus students who have spent their Erasmus period in Estonia can take part in the contest;
- Duration of the video must be between 45 seconds and 3 minutes;
- The video must be in Estonian or in English;
- The video must be uploaded on Youtube with the quality of at least 720p;
- Video should carry messages related to Erasmus;
- Video must not incite to violence or other acts inconsistent with the law;
- Video must not promote the use of different drugs (alcohol, cigarettes etc).

Best videos will be used for promoting Erasmus programme, so Archimedes Foundation may ask files of the presented videos. Archimedes Foundation reserves the right to publish the videos in purpose of promoting the Erasmus programme. If necessary the anonymity of the author will be ensured.

More information: http://www.facebook.com/ErasmusVideo
Archimedes Foundation, Higher Education Unit of the Centre for Educational Programmes, Viktoria Toomik (viktoria.toomik@archimedes.ee)